
Network of voids (Fishing)NETwork of functions Relationship with the historical city New urbanity

SITE REFLECTION

The stones of the old town of Makarska convey an atmosphere composed by 
sequences of places, interconnected spatial compressions, that create a system 
of places with different spatial and functional characteristics. Within this 
network, the three project sites are currently configured as “functional voids” 
only partially occupied through a fragmentary and highly sectorial programme 
that occupies them for a limited period of time. Once their main function ends 
(the market, the car park), they remain non-places, effectively extraneous and 
excluded from the cultural and community dynamics of the city.

The project proposal speaks of the temporality of actions and their traces on 
the urban fabric: it aims to stitch up the holes within this net(work), creating 
dynamic spaces capable of integrating the cultural offer of the city with 
new functions related to Mediterranean gastronomic culture. It becomes an 
opportunity to create a new idea of a city centre in connection with the history 
and landscape of Makarska: a new circulation based on the communication 
and sharing of the gastronomic culture of the Makarska coast, complementary 
to the routes connecting Kalelarga, the church square and the waterfront. The 
“net(work)” connecting the 3 sites becomes the unifying element of the design, 
establishing a system that connects the new functions with the existing spaces. 
The existing voids are redefined and come to life through a definition of spaces 
that enhance the traces of history present in the urban landscape, creating a new 
urbanity for the local population and tourists. 

As the fishermen’s net that gathers the fruits of the sea, FishingNETwork! gathers 
these spaces giving new life to the voids in the new urban centre of Makarska.

VOID AS RESOURCE
This rare empty space within the urban landscape is preserved as an open spa-
ce and returned to the community, becoming an active square that can be used 
for outdoor events connected to the cultural hub. The cultural hub is configu-
red as a vertical pathway that guide the visitor through interconnected spaces 
suitable for hosting cultural events of the various organisations in the area. 
The ascending path ends with a panoramic terrace that reconnects the new 
intervention with the surrounding landscape, finally opening up towards the 
sea. The cultural centre thus becomes a new landmark that allows the visitor 
to appreciate the characteristic elements of the Makarska landscape through a 
single ascending path: the landscape interconnect with the cultural activities, 
becoming an active part of them in a process of continuous visual cross-refe-
rences between the culture and the territory in which it originates.

VOID AS CONNECTOR
The new centre of Mediterranean gastronomy is developed through a sequence 
of closed volumes containing the technical functions and open spaces enclosed 
by a roof surface that connects the space of the old market and the shaded area 
under the existing large pine tree.  
The presentation space is organised as a flexible mediation space between the 
open kitchen and the outdoor garden space towards which it expands visually 
and functionally to accommodate different events and scenarios. The old fish 
market houses a multi-purpose hall for tastings, cooking demonstrations and 
lessons for the tourism school. The entrance to the gastronomy centre is from 
both the pine square and from the staircase that connects it with the street level 
through a foyer that allows to separate the flow of visitors, creating the possibi-
lity of hosting several events simoultaniously.

VOID AS MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
The new market exploits the existing orography of the context, connecting the 
street and staircase leading towards the Kacik Square. 
The space is developed on two levels and is defined through the articulation 
of closed volumes which contain the permanent sales points. The volumes 
are completely autonomous, equipped with storage and kitchens for food 
preparation and can be closed when the market activity end.
The resulting space opens up towards the main highlights of the context, 
creating a quality space, capable of accommodating different functions during 
the day and during the different seasons The upper level of the market, 
accessible directly from the street level, it’s designed as a terrace open towards 
the city that hosts spaces for serving food.
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General plan / scale 1:200

▲ Community square - during the daily market

Connector Roof
The double beam warping generates a 
shaded yet bright space protected from 
solar radiation while providing rainwater 
and energy collection thanks to the pv-cells 
integrated within the glass closing elements.

Market Lounge + 14.80 s.l.m.
The upper level of the market it’s designed 
as a terrace open towards the city that hosts 
spaces for serving food, where meals are 
prepared from ingredients purchased at the 
market and sold to visitors. 

Community square +12.00 s.l.m. 
The void underneath the roof defines the 
new market square, designed as a proactive 
multifunctional space that can be used to 
host the market, cultural events or as a public  
social space for the community.

Underground services +8.35 s.l.m.
Underneath the square are located the spaces 
for technical installations and a car park with 
charging stations for electric cars and parking 
spaces for market suppliers.

Closed Stands
The volumes the enscribe the square hosts the 
selling stands for fish, meat, cheese and eggs. 
These spaces are designed as autonomous 
volumes that can be closed outside market 
hours.
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Functional axonometric view

Comunity square  and closed stands
1. Public entrance
2. Covered area for market and events - 200 m2
3. Sales points - eggs and dairy - 15 m2 x 2
4. Sales points - meat - 15 m2 x 2
5. Sales points - fish - 17 m2 x 3
6. Technical room - 6 m2
7. Storage - 12 m2
8. Waste storage  - 14 m2
9. Toilets
10. Elevator
11. Access to the underground car park
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Market lounge
1. Public entrance
2. Office for Market menager - 18 m2
3. Waste storage  - 14 m2
4. Loading and unloading area
5. Kiosk - fish food - 17 m2
6. Kiosk - meat food - 15 m2
7. Kiosk - coffee and drinks - 15 m2
8. Toilets 
9. Elevator
10. Covered terrace
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Panoramic terrace
The ascending path ends with a panoramic terrace 
that reconnects the new intervention with the 
surrounding landscape, opening up towards the sea.
the mesh roof descends along the walls, becoming 
an element for the solar protection of the façade.

Events square
The space previously used as a car park is 
given back to the community, becoming 
an active place that can be used for 
outdoor events linked to the lobby of the 
cultural center. Drainage paving allows 
water to be collected to irrigate the herb 
garden along the old wall.

Tree garden
The decision to mantain the 
existing pine tree allows to 
create a quality open space, used 
in connection with the center 
of Mediterranean gastronomy 
and integrated with a vegetable 
garden for the production of local 
products.

Tasting & Classroom
The building of the old fish market houses 
a multi-purpose hall for tastings, cooking 
demonstrations and lessons for the tourism 
school. It becomes a space for tasting and 
studying the history of Mediterranean 
gastronomy, in direct contact with its 
heritage.

Kitchen & Presentation space
Is organized as a flexible mediation space 
between the open kitchen, in direct 
connexion with the city, and the outdoor 
garden space towards which it expands 
visually and functionally to accommodate 
different events and scenarios.

Underground parking - 81 park 
The entrance to the underground car park 
is located in the southern part of the project 
area. It develops through two levels below the 
gastronomy centre and the cultural centre, 
connecting them and providing 80 parking 
stalls . The exit is located in the northern 
part of the project area, limiting the passage 
of cars in the proximity of the pedestrian 
crossing.

Cultural staircase
Is developed as a double-height space for 
study and meeting, which can be used for 
cultural events, talks, exhibitions. 
The space expands outwards through a 
large L-shaped terrace that allows a view 
towards the Biokovo mountain and the 
outer cultural space.

Exposition space
The interior space is developed through 
a sequence of staircases that in their path 
frame the landscape and connect spaces 
suitable for exhibitions, performances and 
cultural events.

▲ Cultural square & gastronomy centre
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Gastronomy center 
1. Public entrance

2. Tasting and classroom - 106 m2
3. Kitchen and services  - 36 m2
4. Wardrobe and toilets - 25 m2 

5. Main Kitchen - 30 m2
6. Presentation area  - 93 m2

7. Dressing rooms - 15 m2
8. Storage

9. Technical room
10. Vegetables garden

11. Open air lounge
Cultural center 

12. Exhibition area - 93 m2
13. Projection room - 13 m2

14. Toilets

Parking 
1. Public entrance

2. 16 parking stalls
3. Technical room

Cultural center 
4. Lobby and Temporary Exhibition - 80 m2

5. Toilets

Parking 
1. 41 parking stalls 

2. Exit
3. Technical room
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